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This is a brand new series on the world's most exciting vehicles, sure to appeal to boys of all ages

and reading abilities. Visually exciting, highly informative, fun and accessible with photographs,

illustrated diagrams and comic strips, this title is full of information on tanks, from their history to how

they work. It includes three gatefold flaps which open out to reveal the inner workings of a tank and

the large variety of tanks which exist today. Internet-links offer a fascinating selection of

recommended websites - with sound, animation, video clips and much more, which provide

additional information for projects and homework. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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Exactly what my son wanted for his birthday. He has autism and is obsessed with tanks. Faster

shipping then expected and worth it completely. Highly recommend this book for anyone.

My grandson loved exploring the book. Good deal and that was the purpose. Grandson prepared for

visit to local tank museum. Big fun.

Got this for our boys for Christmas and they love it!!! Our oldest has been reading it at night in bed.
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